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વાત્સ્યાયન કામસૂત્ર વધુ
સમાન. All you will get is a feel
of the spirit of Vatsyayana
Kamasutra. I've made this
movie to showcase some of the
most important and significant
passages of Vatsyayana
Kamasutra. Also to teach you
few things about them. This
film is made to help you in your
journey to live a well-rounded
life. I have also given
introduction to one of the most
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popular short and valuable
treatise on this theme. I hope
you will enjoy watching it.
Vatsyayana Kamasutra Full
Movie Sudesh Berry Adarsh
Kumar. (2:30:11 min).
Vatsyayana Kamasutra (A)
वात्स्यायन कामसूत्र ।
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most important and significant
passages of Vatsyayana
Kamasutra. Also to teach you
few things about them. This
film is made to help you in your
journey to live a well-rounded
life. I have also given
introduction to one of the most
popular short and valuable
treatise on this theme. I hope
you will enjoy watching it.
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kamal sukanya chitralekha - the
teacher's key to the secrets of
love is a must read. he is well
known for his ability to explain
the meaning of kamasutram and
its significance. k
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